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EMRS 2

• Put into production November 2013

• Built on Microsoft Dynamics CRM platform

• EMRS1 retired, all data migrated to EMRS2
EMRS Primary Entities

- Premises
- Animal Businesses
- Contacts
- Animals
- Animal Groups
- Structures
Disease Management Entities:

Initial Contact Reports

Investigations

- Exams, Morbidity/Mortality, Subjects, Subject statuses, clinical observations
- Lab Submissions, Specimens, Test Requests, Test Results
- Premises Statuses
- Movements, Permits, Traces
- Appraisals, E&D, C&D
Resource Management

- Resource Orders
- Fill Resource Orders
- Rotations - who, what, when, where- place to uniquely manage all assignments of property, fleet, resource assignment
- Resources (individual or group) organization management
- Fleet inventory & assignments
- Property inventory & assignments
Mapping, Reports, and Dashboards
EMRS 2 Usage

[Graph showing active investigations by incident with categories such as VSV Tracking, TX TB 12, TB Tracebacks, SECD Tracking, Scrapie Tracing, Piro Tracing, ND TB 14, MI TB XX, GYA BR, FAD, EIA Tracing, CA TB 13, CA CEM 13, BR Tracebacks, AI Tracebacks, AI NJ 14-01, AI MD 14-01, and AI CA 14-01 with corresponding counts.]
Tracing October 1, 2014

• Cattle Health Center request all tracing for cattle disease in EMRS2
• Equine- CEM, Piro, EIA
• Scrapie
• FAD, others